Introduction.
Consider a simple commutative power-associative algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field ^ of characteristic p9^2, 3, 5. Then 31 has a unity element 1 =u+v, where u and v are orthogonal nontrivial idempotents of 21. There is then a consequent decomposition of 21 as the vector space direct sum 21 = 2l"(l) + SU1/2) + 2I"(0), where 2Ia(X) consists of all elements xx of 21 such that ux\ =\x\. If 2IU(X) 2Iu(l/2) C2Iu(l/2) for X = 0, 1 we call u a stable idempotent of 21 and say that 21 is u-stable. We shall say that 21 is partially stable if 21 contains a stable idempotent.
The most interesting remaining problem in the theory of commutative power-associative algebras is the determination of all simple algebras of degree two over an algebraically closed field % of characteristic p>5. In this paper we shall essentially solve the problem for the partially stable case.
2. Known results. Our assumption on the characteristic of % implies that a commutative algebra 21 is power-associative if and only if P(x, y, s, t) =0 for every x, y, s and t of 21, where P(x, y, s, i) -4(xy)(st) + i(xs)(yt) + 4(xt)(ys) -x[y(st) + s(ty) + l(ys)} We shall assume throughout this paper that 21 is a simple commutative power-associative algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field % of characteristic p>5 and that u is a stable idempotent of 21. We designate the unity element of 31 by 1 and write v = l -u, so that (2) z=u -v = 2u-1, z2 = 1.
Then the spaces 3IU(X) are characterized by the properties for every x* of 3lu(X). The following properties of 21 are known(2). Lemma 1. There exists an element w in 2l"(l/2) such that w2 = l.
Lemma 2. Let £ = 2I"(1) + 2l"(0), and S3 be the set of all elements b of S such that (bw)w = b. Then S3 is a subalgebra of S, both 2IU(1) and 2IU(0) are isomorphic to 93, 2fu(l)=w93, «,(0) = (l-«)», S = 93+932.
Lemma 3. Let a and b be in 93. Then (wa)b = (wb)a = w(ab), (wa)(wb) = w(ab), w($iz) =0, w(au) =w(av) =l/2wa.
We may always write (4) 2U1/2) = w93 + ©,
where © consists of all elements g of 2Ia(l/2) such that wg = 0. Indeed 21 contains the idempotents e = 1/2(1 +w) and /= 1/2(1 -w) such that Since [2lu(l/2)]2c:g we may write
where ft(a) and <bg(a) are clearly linear functions on 93 to 93 for every g of ®.
Also ga is in 2lu(l/2) for every a of 93, and so we may write
where a' is in 93 and 50is a linear transformation of © which is also a linear function of a. Then w(ga)=a'.
However, it is known that (8) w(ga) + (wa)g = zd>g(a).
Thus we have the first part of the following lemma, where the last part is also known.
Lemma 4. Let a be in 93 and g be in ®. Then (9) ga = gSa -wf "(a), w(ga) = -fg(a), g(az) = -wd>g(a).
Our last known result may be stated as follows.
Lemma 5. The product gh of any two elements g and h of ® is in 93. If a and b are in 93 the product g = (wa) (bz) is in © and (10) (wa)(bz) = -(wb)(az).
3. Some properties of fy(a), <pa(a) and 5a. We shall first compute P(w, az, bz, g) for a, b in 93 and g in @. Since w(az) =w(bz) =wg = 0 we obtain
By (8) we have the following result.
Lemma 6. The function 4>g(a) is a derivation of 93 for every g of ©, that is, The last computation needed for the basic result we shall obtain is that of P(wa, g, w, b), which yields 4-(gb)a+i(wb) [(wa)g] =4(gb)a+4:(wb)fy(a) (17), and obtain We now multiply (13) by w twice and can substitute the results of (20) and (21) 
We have derived the following property.
Lemma 7. The function fa(a) is a derivation of 93 for every g of ®, that is,
fg(ab) = afg(b) + bfg(a).
Let us now return to the original identities (12), (13), (14). We shall substitute the values from (6), (9) and use (11). We obtain no new result from (12).
However, 
By (29) we see that 3gSab = 3gSaSi -3(wa) [zft (6)] and -4gSbSa = -4g5a5,, By (24) and Sa>, = SaSb we have
Use (34) twice to obtain
The right member of (37) 
If we now use the fact that m is in 93? our lemma follows. Our next result is obtained from a computation of P(wa, Theorem 1. Let %bea simple u-stable commutative power-associative algebra of degree two over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>5. Then Sl"(l) is associative.
5. Additional properties of w-stable algebras. We now use the fact that 33 is always associative. Since 93 is commutative and has a unity element we may write 93=e2; + 5ft> where e = l is the unity element of 81 and 9c is the radical of 93. If 9c =0 it is easy to see that 31 is a Jordan algebra of degree two. Assume henceforth that Hi 5*0. We begin by deriving the following result. For b=ae+c where c is in 9i and a^O. Then gb=gSb -wfB(b) =0 only if gSb=ag+gSc = 0, g=gSa where a= -a~1c is in 9c. Then gT^O implies that a^O, Sa^0, 5*^0 for some integer fc such that 5*+1=0. However g=gSa = gSl= ■ ■ ■ =gS%=gSl+1, a contradiction. is nonsingular then (wc)(bz) =0. By (47) we have (wa)(bz) =0 for every a.
We may also combine (32) Let a be in 93 and g be in ®. We compute P(wa, z, g, g) to obtain 0 = 2g[g(az) w} + (aw)(g2z) = -2gft(a) + (aw)(g2z). Thus (49) gc = (aw)(g2z), c = <p"(a), f"[<t>M\ = 0.
We are now ready to derive the following fundamental structure theorem. also depend upon wx. Assume then thatfB1(bi) is singular for every gi in ®i, every bi in 93i, and every choice of Wi. By Theorem 2 it follows that <bBl(bi) is singular for every choice of wi.
Let the element w be selected, and define, for this choice, Up to this point in our argument we have used the assumption of the singularity of fg(a) and ft(a) only for the initially selected element w of 2. We now compute P(g, ft, a, w) for g and ft in ® and a in 93 to obtain A(gh)(wa)
+f. ifk(a)} +fh \fg(a)} =g(hSa)+h(gSa).
Write a = b for a and b in 93 if a -b is in 92. In the singular case the result just derived implies that (55) 2(gh)a m g(hSa) + h(gSa).
When a is in 92 we see that gh in 93 implies that 
®(®92*-92*) C 92, (©92*) (©92*) C 92.
We are now ready to use our full singularity hypothesis. If g is any element of © and X is in g we find that s = (Kw+g)2=\2+g is in 93. Then 5 is nonsingular for a value of \^0 in \y. It follows that there exists a nonsingular polynomial t=\p(s) in f^ [5] CSS such that wx = (\w+g)t has the property that w\ = l, wx=\wt -wfg(t)+gSt = wa+gSb+ag where t=a+b, ctT^O is in %, b is in 92, a=\t-fg(t) is in 93. We have already shown that (89ft) (wi93i)C9ft for every Wx of 8 where 93i = 93mi for the singular case. Clearly 9ft = 92 + 92z is unchanged when w is replaced by Wx, and thus (89ft)wi £9ft. If c is in 92 and ft is in © we know that hSc is in S9J2, and wx(hSe) = (wa+gSb+ag)(hSi) =ag(hSc) + (wa)(hS") + (gSb)(hSc) is in 9ft. By the singularity hypothesis (wa)(hSc) is in 9)2 and by (60), (gSb)(hSc) is in 9ft. Hence g(hSc) is in 9ft for every g and ft of © and c of 92, ©(©92*) CI92 and our proof of Lemma 22 is complete.
Lemma 22 now implies that (9J^+89J7) 21 = (9J?+89)7)(e+8) = e9JJ + S(8SD?) +89tt + (89«)8cgft+89}c. Thus 9JJ+89JJ is an ideal of 21 which does not contain the unity quantity of 21. The hypothesis that 21 is simple implies that 9J? = 0 contrary to hypothesis. Thus the singular case cannot exist and hence all simple stable algebras are given by Theorems 1 and 2.
7. The final structure theorems. Let 93 be a commutative associative algebra with a unity element e over a field % of characteristic p and 93 have degree one so that 93 = e% + 9c, where 91 is the radical of 93. We form a vector space for every x of 8 and a and b of 93. It should now be clear that S3-f-x93 is an associative algebra for every x of 8, and it is then true that X is powerassociative. The algebra X may be imbedded in a vector space direct sum (71) 21 = X + z33
where (za)(zb)=ab for every a and b of 93, E = 93 + z93 is associative and (z93)8=0. It is then easy to see that 21 is power associative.
Clearly 21 is partially stable of degree two where 2m = 1+z.
An ideal 3i of 93 will be called a ©-ideal if aD is in 9c" for every a of 9c and D of ©. We say that 93 is ©-simple if 93 has no proper ©-ideals. We now have the following simplicity condition:
Theorem 3. The algebra 31 of (71) Hence 21 is simple.
We are now in a position to derive our final structure theorem. Theorem 4. Every simple commutative power associative algebra is an algebra of the kind described in Theorem 3. Put bij=yiyj, h=yt, k=yj to obtain (65), (66) where aDij=fh,k(a). This completes our proof. The condition that 93 be ©-simple is a restriction on 93 which leads to an unsolved question on associative algebras which is being studied. The restrictions on 8 implied by the condition gx = 0 for every x of ? only if g = 0 is another simplicity condition which requires further stud}'.
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